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ABSTRACT 
An n X n matrix A is hypemomd with respect to a set S of n X ra matrices if 
AXAr = ATXA for all X E S. Some characterizations are given for matrices which are 
hypemormal with respect to the n X n doubly stochastic matrices. 
In this pager wez deriyi: same properties of matrices caHcr! hrq~~~~n~. 
We require the following notation a&xi detinitions. 
The set of n X n matrices with entries in a field F is denoted by M,(F). 
yr- cpsc .“‘ = the real numbers, or F = C3; the complex numbers, we define 
the norm of = (o,~)E M,(F) by /Ai\ = (Ei.i\aji12)1/2. The set of n-tuples 
with entries in F is denuted by E”. Fur f: = R or C we define l[r I} = 
T,)E P. For A E M,(F), the trace of A, 
eript T will denote transpose. 
astic (generalized stochastic) if every 
1 (every aid E R and the row sums of A 
are all 1). The set of n x n stochastic ~~~n~ra~iz~d stochastic) matrices is 
to be doubly stochastic (generalized doubly stochastic) 
if both A ad AT E Dn (fit,). The set of n X n doubly stochastic (generalized 
doubly stochastic) matrices is denoted by R, (6,). J, E R, has every erttry 
equal to n-‘. 
*This paper is dedicated to the memory of my beloved wife Mona Jean Sinkhom. 
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A matrix A E -M,j F) is said to be nomud if AAT = A’A. 
If A E M,(F) satisfies AXAT = ATXA for all X in a set S E M,,(F), then 
A is said to be hypernmmuZ with respect o S. The set of such matrices A is 
denoted by N,. 
We shall discover some interesting properties of normal and hypemonnal 
matrices in the following three theorems. Theorem 1 is known. We prove it 
here for the sake of completeness. A different proof, for example, can be 
THEOREM 1. lf A E D,, (ti,,) is normal, then A E fi2, (6,). 
found in [z]. 
Proof. 
c(c a ij j i 
= C C Eaijakj- C Caij- C Cakj+ n
i i k j i j k 
= c c ( zQkjuij)- c caij- c Cakj’ n 
ik j i j k j 
. . . a,,--l-0, j=l,,.., n. 
i 
i.r hy~e~~~ with respect o M,(F) is 
. 
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Proof. Consider the linear maps q(X) = AXA*, q?(X) = ATXA. The 
faithful representations of cp and r,!~ are respectively A@A and AreAr [l]. 
Since 9 E #, ABA is symmetric. Thus for all i, j = 1,. . . , n we have U,A = 
ajiAT. Hence aijA = aijaj,Ar = (a,jajiA)T = (oTiAT)= = Asia. If A is not 
symmetric, A # 0 and SO Ufj = aji. If A is not symmetric, there is a pair 
(ia, ja) SU& that Qi,j, = - Ujoi, + 0. From UioioA = ajOiOAT, we have A = 
- A=. q 
THEOREM 3. Zf A E DR n No,, then either A is symmetric or #A + AT) 
= J,,. In either case A E a,,. 
Proqf. AXAT = ATXA for all n x n doubly stochastic X, and thus A is 
normal, md so A is in fact doubly stochastic. 
From AXA*= ArXA for aI1 X E fin we see that AXAT = ArXA for ah 
XE(d,:ifXEfi,,th ere is a small positive number A such that (1 - A)_/, + 
AX E a,,. Thus A[(1 - h)J, + AX]Ar = Ar[(l - A)J, + AX]A e (1 - A)], + 
AAXAT=(l-A)],,+AATXA e AXAT=ATXA. 
Let U be a reaI n x n unitary matrix whose first cohimn is n - ‘W, 
1 ,...,l)r. Then the map f :M,_,(lRI+fb, given by f(8)=Hl@dW 
is a bijection [l]. There exists an A E M _ ,(I@ such that U(1 @&UT = A. 
For all X E &,-r(R), U(1 @&UT 5 8.. Hence U(1 @A)UTU(l @ X) 
UTU(l @Ar)WT = W(1 &%?‘U(l @ri)i.JTU(l @&UT. So MT = AT%& 
Thus either A = Ar QT A = - Ar. In the first case A = f<A> = U(1 @&-Jr = 
U(l @Ar)U* = [U(l @A)tB’]r = [ f(Rl]' = AT. In the second case 
COROLLARY 1. &xry nonsymmetric matrix in D,, n Nn,, has odd rank. 
Pro9f. We have A = - AT, and so R has even rank. Thus A = f(A) = 
U(1 CF- A )VT has the rank of 1 @A, which is necessarily odd. 
We shah now see how much of Theorem 3 remains intact if A is assumed 
only to be nonnegative and not necessarily stochastic. 
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LEMMA 1. Let a, y be row zjectors in F”, cu # 0. There exists a matrix 
X E M,(F) such that acX = y. 
Proof. For some i,, aciO #0. For i # i, let the ith row of X be zero. Let 
the i,th row of X be cwio’y. Then QX = y. n 
LEMMA 2. Let cy be a nonzero row vector in F”, and suppose that 
A E M,(F) is such that aXA = 0 for all X E M,,(F). Then necessatily A = 0. 
Proof. Let a,,..., S, be the rows of the n x n identity matrix I,. By the 
last Lemma S,A = 0, z = 1,. . . , n. (Pick Xi so that arX, = Si; then S,A = aX,A 
= 0.) Then 
Trre~e~ 4. Suppose A is an n X rl the m&k in “\“n,. ?“herr 
either A is symmetric or A is a positioe ~u~~p~e ofa doubly stochastic matrix. 
Thus if A is not s~~~~et~i~, A + Ar is a positioe m&pie of],. 
and so, in particular, 
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and 
p’p + Au.A* = a*a + fi%i, (21 
for all 3 E M,_ ,(R). 
Using 2 = 0 in (2) gives p,S, = Lyi~j for all i, j = 1,. . . , 1. Thus 
. ..n-l. Bi 
pj 
cYi* If i, one = cyiO f then 
c-&j forall j=l,...,n-1. Inanycasep=&ar. 
Then from (21, MT = ATk8 for all 2 E M,, _ ,(R> and so AT = + A. 
Consider the possibility /3 = - at f 0. Using (11, with i = 0, we get 
2tar = 0 and so t = 0. Then (1) yields c&@ + & = 0 for all 2 E M,_ JR>. 
Hence AT = - ff, and so 
Since A is nonnegative, it would follow that A = 0, contradicting the 
assumption that cy + 0. 
Thus /3=cr. If $‘= - A, (1) shows that cuk$ = 0 for all rZ E M,_,(R). 
Hence either (r = 0 or hi = 0. If A = 0. 
has row and column sums all equal to t. Since all uid 2 0, t 2 8. If t = 0, then 
all a,lZOonlyifA== v and so A is symmetric. 
If/S= cle and A*=& 
is symm~trie. 
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Thus A either is symmetric or is a positive multiple of a doubly stochastic 
matrix: A = tS; S E a,, t > 0. (If A is not symmetric, then necessarily cu = 0 
and t > 0, and so 
since S is nonnegative.) By Theorem 3, s;s’=~], and so A+AT=2t],,. 
B 
The remaining set of theorems give a different characterization of the 
stochastic matrices which are hypemormal with respect to the n X n doubly 
stcpchastic matrices. 
Proo$ A-t-Ar=2]V, e A2+AA*=2j,, a trAa+trAAT=2 e trAs 
+ llAlj2 = 2 * trA2 + [IA - j,J’ -r !, since llAl12 = l-i- IlA - J,Ji2. Hence 
tr A” g 1. But &a~ in f&t tr A2 Q 1, since tr A’ = 1 e A = JtI * A is 
sy~~~~~tri~. 
i%xwf. A = AT = A’ = 84’ * tr A’ := tr r = llA/” = 19 lb4 - ,j,Jl”. 
8 
CBROLURY 2. lf A E B,, n No, then 
IlA - J,l12 = Il- trA21. 
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THEOREM 7. IfA= D,, and 
llA - J,J2 = I1 --bA21> 
then A E ‘yn,. Thus A E Cl,. 
Proof. Pick a real unitary U with first column n-‘12(1, 1,. . . , 1)r. Then 
U’AU has the form 
1 a ( 1 0 A 
whereaisarowinlR”-‘andAEM,_,(R).Then 
UT(A- J,))U= and VTA2W= 
thus(IA - J,J” = llal12 + llffl12 > Ilffl12 and 1 - tr A2 = - trA2. Hence (tr A21 >, 
jlAl12. From a theorem of Schur there is a unitary matrix V so that V*& is 
upper triangular. If V*AV has main diagonal A *, . . . , An _ 1, 
11~112 = I[v*~~KI12 2 lA,l’ + l l l + IA,, !I2 2 IA: + l l l + A;_ ,I 
= Itrff21 a II&*. 
Thus all inqualities are equalities. It follows that V*AV is diagonal, that all 
Ai have the same complex argument, and that ar = 0. Since A is real, any 
nonreal ei values of A, I,A,,...,A._,, come in conjugate pairs. It foUows 
that etry is real and non e or every Ai is real and nonpositive. But 
then every Ak is real and thu 
ki 
= A*, or every Ak is pure imaginary and 
- fl. In the i&r case A = A*; in the second case A + AT = 21,. T 
result follows. 
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